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Secrets From Heaven A Book Of Divine Knowledge And Deep Mystery Based
On The Messages The Author Received From The Lord And His Holy Angels
From The Spiritual Elevation Of Mankind
From the attic of Driftwood House there are stunning views of the deep green sea and sapphire sky. But Rosie can’t tear
her eyes away from the faded photograph in her hands, and the words written on the back that will change everything…
Back in the tiny seaside village of Heaven’s Cove after the death of her mother, all Rosie Merchant wants is to hide her
tears, rent out her childhood home, and get back to her ‘real’ life, away from the gossiping villagers and wild Devon
weather she escaped from years ago. She’s surprised to find a smiling man in hiking boots – local farmer Liam – waiting
on the stone doorstep. His kind offer to help clear crumbling, isolated Driftwood House is hard to refuse, and despite
Rosie’s determination not to let anyone get close, soon they’re walking and laughing together along the clifftops. As
clouds scud across the endless sky and green waves crash against the shore, Rosie is reminded that nowhere is more
beautiful than home. Then, up in the attic of Driftwood House, Rosie stumbles across a photo which exposes the heartstopping truth about how her mother came to live at Driftwood House years ago… and Liam only seems concerned about
the implications for his own nearby farm. Did he know this painful secret all along, and should she run from Heaven’s
Cove for good? Or will facing up to her devastating family history mean Rosie can finally put down roots in this beautiful
place? This book can be enjoyed as a standalone. Get whisked away to the rugged, sweeping Devon coastline in this
gripping story about old secrets, learning how to trust, and finding where home is. Fans of Debbie Macomber, Barbara
O’Neal and Mary Alice Monroe will adore this gorgeous and uplifting read. Read what everyone’s saying about Secrets
at the Last House Before the Sea: ‘Wow, wow, wow!!!! I absolutely loved this book!!!... I was captivated… The tears began
flowing before I got to the end of the first chapter… my heart literally broke… wonderful… stunning… kept me hooked until the
very last word… Loved, loved, loved it!!!’ Stardust Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Captivating and heart-warming… A perfect summer
read… I was absolutely hooked from page one until 1.30am in the morning when I finished having not been able to put it
down.’ Bookworm1986, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Absolutely breathtaking! From the first chapter, I was hooked and loved every moment…
truly a beautiful tale… outstanding.’ Cara's Book Boudoir, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Had me gripped and wanting more… I had to tear myself
away from reading to head off to work… absolutely loved this book.’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Gorgeous… I was
mesmerised… This is a story that keeps you guessing… beautiful… idyllic… fabulous… pure escapism, heart-warming, and left
me with a smile on my face.’ Whispering Stories, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Liz Eeles whisked me away… vivid and gorgeous… amazing…
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exceptional… wonderful… delightful.’ Berit Talks Books ‘Put on the kettle for some tea and grab yourself a scone… because
you are going to want to binge read Secrets at the Last House Before the Sea… gripping and emotional page-turner!’
Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A wonderfully addictive read… I read this book in a day and would whole-heartedly recommend
it.’ Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This was a gem of a novel!... Beautiful characters in a beautiful story!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘A charming, cozy, uplifting book… absolutely loved.’ Goodreads reviewer
Emanuel Swedenborg begins a journey through Scripture, laying out the inner meaning of the Bible verse by verse.
Heopens with the Creation story, describing how each step in the process relates to our growth and development as
spiritual people. He traces the inner meaning history of the peoples described in the Bible and connects their story to our
own trials and tribulations, showing how the Flood represents the spiritual devastation that urges us to begin our
regeneration.
Secrets of Heaven Revealed! It is by faith, grace, and the spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ that the word was revealed to
me. For over a decade, mankind misunderstood the power of our creator. Lord God Almighty has his own plan and
purpose for our lives unless he reveals them to you. Through Jesus Christ we can claim our ownership to the kingdom of
heaven. I dedicate this book of God to guide Christians and non-Christians for their search and pursuit for the truth. I pray
that reading this book will enrich and transform your life. Also he will open your spiritual eyes so you may see; because
he is the way the truth and the life. (John 14:6)
(6x9 perfect bound book) Most human cares the most and most curious about is Heaven. Because Heaven is the most
desired world, next level to the Earth, and not too difficult to get there. Lots of people have fantasies about Heaven but
none of human knows the truth about Heaven The reason for this book is to encourage human to improve themselves, to
live happier and to live in love and most importantly, Care about other human being. As Sapphire has mastered the skills
of Astral Projection, that helps Sapphire to visit Heaven and other part of universe frequently. And Sapphire wants to
reveal these secrets, so most human has a more clear concept about: What is Heaven, what is over there, how Heaven
people live and why it is called Heaven? One of the biggest secrets about Heaven is written in this book, you have to
read page by page until you reach that page. And to inspire human to have a goal to reach Heaven afterlife.(International
shipping is available on this site.)
Secrets at the Last House Before the Sea
A Primer on the Secrets of Heaven and Earth
Secrets of the True Heaven
Reading the Parables of Jesus As He Intended
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Lessons from Heaven
31 Dimes from Heaven
Mysteries of the afterlife revealed

Lucy has a secret that if revealed could create havoc in Mary's life, but Lucy is not sure how long she will be able to keep quiet.
The greatest teacher who ever lived, Jesus knew how to reach his audience where they were at. Whether preaching to a group in parable or holding an
intimate conversation, he had an unequaled ability to get across the message that his listeners needed to hear. His teachings in the Gospels speak no
less directly to us today. But so rich in meaning are the words of our incarnate God, so layered and profound his messages, that often we fail to do more
than scratch their surface. And over time, our habit of superficial encounter with the Word can become self- perpetuating. In Secrets from Heaven, Fr.
Sebastian Walshe helps you break free from stale and familiar takes on the Gospel, giving you new eyes to see and new ears to hear the inexhaustible
depths of Christ's wisdom. The Parable of the Sowers, the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal Son, the woman caught in adultery - all these and more come
alive in fresh ways, revealing significant details and nuances, scriptural/historical connections, and testaments to Christ's rhetorical and pedagogical
genius that you've never noted before. You'll marvel at Jesus' skill as an evangelist; but more importantly, you'll be powerfully moved to faith and love
just as those who heard him in person long ago. Nothing Jesus taught was truly "secret" - he revealed the Father for all the world to see. But that
doesn't mean his revelation is simplistic. Read Secrets from Heaven and go deeper into the saving mysteries of his life and words.
High on the clifftops, Lettie takes a deep breath of salty air and opens the letter. There is no signature, and the old-fashioned handwriting is faint
against the yellowed paper. The message, and the tiny gold key inside, will turn her life upside down… Lettie Starcross makes her way along the cobbled
streets of Heaven’s Cove, clutching a little key and searching for answers about her kind, twinkly-eyed Great Aunt Iris, whom she misses terribly. With
no job back home, and no-one in her family understanding how adrift she feels, Lettie wonders if her aunt was lonely just like her – is that why she fled
this pretty seaside village years ago and never returned? Staying at Driftwood House where Iris lived, now a cosy B&B, Lettie can almost hear Iris’s
laughter on the breeze. And when she locks eyes with brooding fisherman Corey as he’s singing a haunting sea shanty in the local tavern, the sparks
that fly between them are a welcome distraction from her grief. But everything changes when Lettie meets Corey’s grandmother. Hearing the name
‘Iris Starcross’, her wrinkled face turns pale. Then she tells Lettie a devastating secret: seventy years ago, a choice Iris made tore apart this tight-knit
community. Heartbroken, Lettie questions if she ever really understood her beloved aunt – and if Corey knew about this shocking rift all along. So
when her sister calls begging her to come home, Lettie is torn. If she stays to find what the key unlocks, can she discover the truth about what Iris did –
and fight for her own fresh start? Or will she be the next Starcross woman to run from Heaven’s Cove forever? This book can be enjoyed as a
standalone. An absolutely gorgeous read that will whisk you away to the stunning Devon coast, about family secrets, long-lost love and coming home.
Perfect for fans of Debbie Macomber, Rosanna Ley and Sheila O’Flanagan. Read what everyone’s saying about A Letter to the Last House Before the
Sea: ‘WOW… brilliant… made me laugh, smile and cry… beautifully written… I was absolutely hooked from the beginning.’ Goodreads reviewer ?????
‘An excellent read… lots of drama, broken hearts, humour… I read it in one sitting and it was a blast from start to finish.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘I
was hooked from the outset and read it in one sitting… An absolute dream of a read that is adorable from start to finish.’ Goodreads reviewer ?????
‘Delightful… charming… gives you a nice fuzzy cozy feeling… so beautiful… A perfect heart-warming summer beach or garden read!’
@jasminegalsreadinglog ‘Beautiful… I fell in love… I loved every page!’ Lu Reviews Books ????? ‘What a fantastic read. Read in one sitting, loved the
story… A jolly good read.’ NetGalley reviewer ????? ‘I absolutely loved this book!... great, fun read that I enjoyed! I highly recommend this book!’
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Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘A beautifully written novel full of twists and turns making it hard to put down.’ Goodreads reviewer ????? ‘Warm and
uplifting… beautiful… filled with drama, tears, and secrets… heart-warming… stole my heart… I thoroughly enjoyed this book… not to be missed!’
Wordsopedia
Secrets from Heaven: Hidden Treasure of Faith in the Parables and Conversations of JesusCatholic Answers Press
The War in Heaven: Secrets of the Controlling Elite
Prophetic Secrets
Love Made in Heaven
The Sacred Book of Japan's Hidden Christians
Touching Heaven Through Prayer
Here First Those in Genesis, Together with Amazing Things Seen in the World of Spirits & in the Heaven of Angels
Secrets from Heaven: Hidden Treasure of Faith in the Parables and Conversations of Jesus
Ignite the hope of your calling. Soar on the wings of destiny. In this inspiring book by Paul Keith Davis, you'll discover supernatural
visions, astonishing revelations, and divine encounters that describe rooms in Heaven containing precious mysteries. Read and discover a
treasury of wisdom awaiting you in God.
The Victorians built tens of thousands of churches in the hundred years between 1800 and 1900.Wherever you might be in the Englishspeaking world, you will be close to a Victorian built or remodelled ecclesiastical building. Contemporary experience of church buildings is
almost entirely down to the zeal of Victorians such as John Henry Newman, Henry Wilberforce and Augustus Pugin, and their ideas about
the role of architecture in our spiritual life and well-being. In Unlocking the Church, William Whyte explores a forgotten revolution in social
and architectural history and in the history of the Church. He details the architectural and theological debates of the day, explaining how
the Tractarians of Oxford and the Ecclesiologists of Cambridge were embroiled in the aesthetics of architecture, and how the Victorians
profoundly changed the ways in which buildings were understood and experienced. No longer mere receptacles for worship, churches
became active agents in their own rights, capable of conveying theological ideas and designed to shape people's emotions. These church
buildings are now a challenge: their maintenance, repair or repurposing are pressing problems for parishes in age of declining attendance
and dwindling funds. By understanding their past, unlocking the secrets of their space, there might be answers in how to deal with the
legacy of the Victorians now and into the future.
An unimaginable series of events have been taking place all over Europe. From north to south, divine beings are revealing their existence
to humanity to deliver a message that shakes the foundations of mankind: we are your gods. The terrifying occurrences that take place
after the revelation, push Arkadia and others to question the authenticity of the gods. Are these really their gods? Are they being
manipulated by evil? Overwhelmed by the recent loss of his family during the events, Arkadia leans on the only thing that he has left in
this world, his love for Sotiria. Will their love for each other help them survive the fall, or will it be the very emotion that destroys them as
they try to inhale this new found way? Find out as the Archangel Raphael, gives his witness and testimony to Almighty God of the
bloodshed, during Genesis chapter 6; what ultimately became known as the mythologies of the world. The mythologies that knew the
beast of Revelations.
From a universal religion the Tenchi constructs a system of beliefs entirely Japanese in spirit. Its earliest context was in all likelihood the
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encounter between a storyteller and a group of Kakure Kirishitan.
Books of Destiny
A gripping and emotional page-turner
A BOOK OF DIVINE KNOWLEDGE AND DEEP MYSTERY BASED ON THE MESSAGES THE AUTHOR RECEIVED FROM THE LORD AND HIS HOLY
ANGELS FROM THE SPIRITUAL ELEVATION OF MANKIND
The Deep Things of God
Secrets
Astral Projection to Reveal the Secrets of Heaven
The Secrets of Heaven

What are the ancient pathways that opened up the supernatural for the ancients like Moses, Elijah and Solomon. What
ancient wisdom did the wisest man in the world possess allowing him to be an king, inventor, writer, scientist, psalmist,
businessman, and see the glory cloud first hand as well as allowed Israel to even travel worldwide including ancient
America. Where are the geographical and seasonal portals that have been forgotten. How does one tap into resurrection
power as Elijah, Elijah, Jesus and other did. Ancient secrets to world harvest including the mystery of role of the sons of
Isaac and Ishmael unlocking world harvest.
Two sisters come to terms with their extraordinary powers in a new middle grade fantasy from Supergirl’s Melissa
Benoist and her sister, the writer Jessica Benoist, with the New York Times bestselling author, Mariko Tamaki Ellie
McFadden has intuitive gifts. She can sense what other living things are feeling. She can even talk to animals! Too bad
she can’t connect with her twin sister, Parker. Parker McFadden has kinetic gifts. She can cause shocks to the earth and
produce heat energy that explodes from her body like fire, especially when she is angry. The sisters aren’t aware of the
legacy they inherited from their mother until, on their thirteenth birthday, two mysterious relatives on the Power side
whisk them off to an isolated sanctuary called Haven. Ellie immediately adapts to their new routine, but Parker has one
impulse: to get back to her normal life of friends and sports, fast. Unlocking Haven’s secrets is just the beginning of
what Ellie and Parker can do if they choose to work together to harness their abilities. But the sinister force that took
their mother has other plans; and if the sisters’ fragile relationship succumbs to The Danger, a terrible fate may befall
the people they love. This epic tale of two remarkable girls and the powers they wield is sure to appeal to fans of Chris
Colfer, Rick Riordan, and Tui T. Sutherland.
When his disciples asked Jesus why he spoke in parables, Jesus did not say that the parables made his teachings easier
to understand. Instead, he indicated that many people would misunderstand his parables. He suggested that they were
spoken in a code that would only be understood by believers. "To you has been given to know the secrets of the
kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given," he said (Matthew 13:11).What secrets are these? They are the
identity of Jesus-truly and completely God, truly and completely human, and the world's only Savior and Redeemer-and
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the mission of Jesus-to live a sinless life in the place of his people, and to offer that life as a sacrifice to redeem his
people. Lacking knowledge of those secrets, the parables of Jesus appear to be lessons about how to live as Christians.
Knowing those secrets, the parables are revealed as descriptions of how to have eternal life through the work of Jesushis sinless life, his sacrificial death, and his victorious resurrection.This book guides the reader to understand the
parables of Jesus according to the secrets of the kingdom of heaven. It helps the reader to become that disciple
described by Jesus: "Every scribe who has been trained for the kingdom of heaven is like the master of a house, who
brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old" (Matthew 13:52).
Now...... the answers to many of the hardest questions people ask about God, the Creation, and the Bible. The Deep
Things of God by M.M. Tauson is an eye-opening reference work that all believers, as well as skeptics and unbelievers,
must read, and keep! A Biblically, scientifically, and historically documented saga of the universe, the Earth, mankind,
and Israel, this book has something for everybody - from the beginner to the master (436 pages). Some unsolicited
comments about the book: The Deep Things of God "is excellent! Highly recommended to our readers. It contains a
wealth of knowledge in various areas: History, theology, science, Scripture. (The author's) insights are amazing... I kid
you not. This book is phenomenal!" - Richard Chaimberlin, Litt. D.; editor-publisher, Petah Tikvah ("Door of Hope"),
Rochester, New York, USA. "Wow, what a book! ...It is a very interesting book, in many areas. I am reading it, a little
everyday, along with my devotions... I would like to purchase 2 more copies... to share with brother Bill... and another
friend." - Brian Allen, minister, The Indian Sabbath Trail, McEwen, Tennessee, USA. The Deep Things of God is "such an
earth-shaking book. Turned my beliefs profoundly. I talk about it... in my radio program much... I discovered the Bible is
truly fascinating, which you really brought out. From a former doubter, I was suddenly converted." - Manny Topacio,
radio program host, "Somewhere in Time," DWBR 104.3 FM, Philippines. "I thank you profusely with deep gratitude for
this opportunity to learn of the really important matters. I truly believe you were led by the Holy Spirit... I would like to
purchase 10 books... God bless you immensely... I would request some time to talk about your WORK. I have so many
questions. God bless you." - Carlos A. Pedrosa, former president, Philippine National Bank, Manila, Philippines. "What
you wrote is excellent! This could have only been inspired by the One True God..." - Ferdy Corcuera, Bible
student/researcher, Quezon City, Philippines.
The Beginning of Heaven and Earth
Secrets of God Revealed
Arcana Coelestia: Exodus
A Disclosure of Secrets of Heaven Contained in Sacred Scripture Or the Word of the Lord
7 Secrets from God’s Kingdom
A Letter to the Last House Before the Sea
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The Book of the Secrets of Enoch
What if every father discovered his true identity, power, and necessity? A father’s mission is to be a link between heaven and
earth, between God and his children. He does this by becoming the voice of the Father that his children cannot hear, the face of
the Father that his children cannot see, and the touch of the Father that his children cannot feel. This is his mission, his challenge,
and his call to glory. Show Us the Father contains the battle plan for living out this call, offering seven secrets to becoming the
father that God has created and destined you to be. It is time for fathers to enter this battle, fully armed, with the bold commitment
to sacrifice themselves for their wives, children, and the future of humanity by becoming like St. Joseph, a father on earth like the
Father in heaven.
This book is a story of how the human body, has everything to do with the Kingdom of Heaven. For the Lord told us that the
Kingdom of Heaven is within us. Many in the churches of today do not yet know this, and if they did, they probably would rather
forget it, for with these revelations come many other truths about our God, and the Kingdom of Heaven, which they are not
prepared to receive. How many today would even consider the belief that the entire spiritual world is within mankind, and that
Heaven and Hell are not a place, but a state of mind. And who would believe that when man dies, he comes right back here to this
earth, but in a different world.
Ancient Aliens meets The Da Vinci Code: What Alex Jones, Coast to Coast AM and David Wilcock didn't tell you. Ancient
conspiracies, secrets and legend: Could ancient secrets have an effect on the polarized human life we live today? What are the
origins of the "me too" movement and conflicts between the sexes? Where does the Russian meddling begin and end? From Dan
Brown and the Da Vinci Code, Daniel Silva and The Unlikely Spy, to The Illuminatus Trilogy by Robert Shea and Robert Anton
Wilson, writers have explored the secrets of religion, government agencies such as the FBI and CIA, the 'deep state', shadow
governments and big business as they seek to establish, manage and control the advent of a New World Order. What is their
ultimate goal? What truths do they seek to hide? Who is it that truly controls the events that affect human life?This book explores
historical elements such as the impact of the Russian Revolution, biblical references and the fall of the Soviet Union as well as the
story of Lucifer and the Fallen Angels, the book of Enoch and the role of the Vatican in shaping human history. Organized crime,
the Mafia and a deep secret paranormal administrative body that truly influences and guides human kind are also explored as they
too seek to exploit humanity in their sinister ambitions. The Narrator is the Author, Dee Martin, drawn innocently into the quest as a
scribe, observer and historian but for what ultimate end? The main character is the erudite assassin Mr. French, employed by a
deep, secretive administration to re-balance the scales of justice supporting a deep ancient conspiracy while readying the
landscape for a final battle. We drift into and out of the backstory of the biblical fall of the Angels referenced but largely written out
of the Bible although detailed by a man who walked with God....Enoch. A beautiful young girl taken from her village and exploited
during The Fall is explored. The spirit of this long forgotten child is relived through the character of 'The Waif', a gorgeous,
sardonic bartender in our modern world with attitude, whose curiosity thrusts her headlong into the story and into a whirlwind
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romance. 'The Waif' symbolizes the curious, independent and intrepid feminine spirit that seeks to recover from this fall, a spirit
subordinated and marginalized throughout time yet a spirit whose time to rise has come. But is it all too late?
Sacred Lessons from Heaven to Help Us Fulfill Our True Purpose, from the Bestselling Author of Saved by the Light In 1975,
Dannion Brinkley was struck and killed by lightning. When he awoke in a morgue twenty-eight minutes later, everything was
forever changed. Over the next twenty years, Brinkley had not one, but two more near-death experiences. Now, in Secrets from
the Light, he shares the lessons he learned in the afterlife so we, too, can fulfill our true purpose in life. With wit, humor, and
compassion, Brinkley shows that by living the way Heaven intends, you will find happiness in this life and beyond.
Secrets to an Amazing Life , Relationship and Marriage
Secrets of Heaven
Learning the Language of Heaven
There Is a God in Heaven Who Wants You to Know His Secrets—Learn to Hear Them
7 Secrets to be a father on earth like the Father in heaven
Unlocking the Church

The first major theological work of the Swedish scientist-turned-seer Emanuel Swedenborg,
Secrets of Heaven is in one sense a traveler's account. It reveals the unseen realms that
await beyond death--the light, the warmth, and harmony of the angelic heavens and the
varied darkness of the multitudinous hells. But in addition, the work offers a detailed
examination of Genesis and Exodus, providing a model for a new way to understand the
entire Bible. Prized for both the simplicity of its explanation and the breadth and depth
of its vision, Swedenborg's reading of Scripture discloses layer upon layer of inner
meaning, all without undermining the power and import of the literal word. The New
Century Edition of the Works of Emanuel Swedenborg is a modern-language, scholarly
translation of Swedenborg's theological works. The series' easy-to-read style retains the
dignity, variety, clarity, and gender-inclusive language of Swedenborg's original Latin,
bringing his thought to life. This portable edition of Secrets of Heaven vol. 1 includes
the text of the New Century Edition without the introduction, annotations, and other
supplementary of the deluxe hardcover and paperback editions.
“...In the night of the same day the Lord appeared to me and stood in my prayer room.
This divine visitation was physical, for the Lord sat down and commanded me to write at
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the same time all that He would say. Then Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ spoke to me
and said....” - IYKE NATHAN UZORMA
Touching Heaven Through Prayer is based on the authors personal experience of embracing a
closer walk with God through prayer. In the book you will discover the secrets of a
prayer warrior. 1. God's promises are idle until men claim them through earnest prayer 2.
Prayer is an indication of your spiritual life and vitality 3. When prayers are answered,
it increases your faith, when answers are delayed it increases your patience and when
prayers are not answered God has a better thing for you. 4. You see more on your Knees
than on your feet 5. Prayer is a sin killer, a power bringer, a victory giver, a holiness
promoter, a dispute solver, an obstacle remover and Christ revealer.
Most human cares the most and most curious about is Heaven. Because Heaven is the most
desired world, next level to the Earth, and not too difficult to get there. Lots of
people have fantasies about Heaven but none of human knows the truth about Heaven The
reason for this book is to encourage human to improve themselves, to live happier and to
live in love and most importantly, Care about other human being. As Sapphire has mastered
the skills of Astral Projection, that helps Sapphire to visit Heaven and other part of
universe frequently. And Sapphire wants to reveal these secrets, so most human has a more
clear concept about: What is Heaven, what is over there, how Heaven people live and why
it is called Heaven? One of the biggest secrets about Heaven is written in this book, you
have to read page by page until you reach that page. And to inspire human to have a goal
to reach Heaven afterlife.
A Hidden Treasure
The Book of Secrets
The Revealer Of Secrets
Secrets of the Kingdom of Heaven
Engines of Heaven
Automatic Writing
The Book of Gabriel
Secrets of Heaven is a true hidden treasure. Its age-old stories that have been lost for
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centuries have now re-surfaced into a new age. Secrets of Heaven is a book of parables
and stories that uplift the spirit, uproot the mind, and create a sense of purpose and
meaning to one's life. It establishes the true identity of man. For years, man has
followed the traditions of other men. This book breaks that cycle.
Hunted across Europe, Nick follows Gillian's trail into the heart of a five-hundred-yearold mystery. But across the centuries the powerful forces are closing around him. Those
devoted to keeping the secret will stop at nothing to protect it.
Wang Fan is safe from the Black Corpses. Or is he? As a new member of the Naturalism
Sect, life has become a grind as he strives to keep a low profile to stay alive in the
Fourth Earth. On a mission for his coterie, things quickly go awry when the hothead
leader blows their cover. The situation starts to spiral out of control, threatening not
just Wang Fan's new friendships, but his very life. Worse, Wang Fan soon realizes he's
being followed. But by who? And why? In the thrilling followup to The Heretic
Peacekeeper, Wang Fan learns more realities about the Grand Kingdom, and struggles to
stabilize his cultivation base to avoid a deadly burnout. He experiences bitter struggle
and gritty fights. And on top of it all... he has a girlfriend. Order now!
ENTER THE MYSTERY OF YOUR LIFE From the depths of Mystery come the Secrets of Heaven.
They have come to take you deeper into the experience of Mystery and purpose that
surrounds your presence in the world. The Angels of Heaven seek to share with you what
has long been forgotten in the world. Miraculously, as if whispered across time and
space, these secrets have now come to you. You have found them. At a time of great change
in the world, Heaven seeks to reveal to you the long-forgotten truths that once guided
the prophets, poets, messengers and mystics throughout the ages. Here the ancient memory
and awareness that dwells within you can be rekindled, revealing your greater gifts and
purpose in the world. The Secrets of Heaven hold the power to unlock these gifts, deep at
the heart of humanity. With these gifts, there is new hope for the world. Heaven asks you
to receive its secrets. Each secret is a window into a greater reality. Each secret is an
opportunity to peer through the looking glass, and see ourselves as we are seen from
above. Now we are looking through the eyes of Heaven to see ourselves, others and the
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world as never before. The newest book of revelation from The New Message from God,
Secrets of Heaven contains the first and earliest utterances of the New Message from God.
These secrets were revealed starting in 1983 in the deserts of the American Southwest,
upon the Messenger Marshall Vian Summers' initiation by the Angelic Assembly and their
mysterious mandate that he open himself to their presence and begin to "record." What you
will find in these pages are those first words, recorded, preserved through time and now
made available to the world.
My Light Body Speaks and Revealing Secrets of Heaven
A Child's Trip to Heaven and Back
The Secrets of Prayer Warrior
Volume 1 the Book of Raphael
Haven's Secret (The Powers Book 1)
SECRETS FROM HEAVEN
Heaven on Earth
I spent most of my life believing I was flawed, ugly, and that there was something wrong with
me to the core of my being. I was taught to trust the wrong people through events in my
childhood. I found myself in so many abusive relationships and wasn't even aware of the fact
that they were abusive. I was shut down, living in "fright or flight," not able to think for
myself. It was what I knew to be normal. It took a Near-Death Experience to reconnect myself to
my spirit, I then was able to look at my life from a audience perspective. That's when I
discovered I was living in complete fear. So much fear that I had attracted a man involved in a
Satanic Cult into my life. How did I end up with a man involved in a Satanic Cult I tell a very
honest, raw, revealing story of how damaging abuse and bullying was to the emotional part of
me. I share tools and techniques that allowed me to heal my wounds. I believe that had I not
had the NDE I would not be alive! I do not share details of the abuse however this book is not
for the faint of heart! My journey has been terrifying at times, there were moments when I was
hanging on by a thread. Yet in those moments I found the strength to my healing. The journey
was so guided and I know that I was meant to experience everything to write this book. It is my
honour to share how I healed my childhood emotional wounds of bullying and abuse at the hands
of my father, as well as my peers. This book is so revilement with the times we are in, "Me
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Too."
In her powerful, prophetic teaching style, bestselling author Jennifer Eivaz helps readers to
continually sharpen their gifting in order to minister healing, breakthrough, and a
supernatural display of God's glory. Helping those with this unique and powerful anointing, she
teaches how to · learn the value of spending time in the secret place with God · distinguish
the extraordinary voice of God · grow in knowledge of signs and dreams · avoid pet doctrines,
fads, and heresies · understand when to keep a prophetic word, and when to let it go The world
is desperate to hear the voice of God clearly--it is vital that his prophets give true
expression to all that is on his heart. Are you prepared to become all God has created you to
be?
From the pen of prizewinning author Tom Harper, this is a high-octane adventure thriller in the
bestselling tradition of The Da Vinci Code. Jam-packed with murder, mystery and mind-blowing
revelations, it is perfect for fans of Dan Brown, Clive Cussler and Scott Mariani. 'In the
tradition of The Da Vinci Code, a page-turner of a novel. Like Dan Brown, Tom Harper knows how
to ratchet up the tension.' -- Choice 'Be warned, you could become so hooked by this big
adventure thriller that the tide will be lapping round your deckchair before you notice' Peterborough Evening Telegraph 'Really enjoyed this book... the "can't put it down" variety
:-)' -- ***** Reader review 'Very enjoyable story, lots of suspense, murder and adventure' -***** Reader review 'Very much recommended!' -- ***** Reader review
************************************************************************* A TRAIL INTO THE
HEART OF A FIVE-HUNDRED-YEAR-OLD MYSTERY In a snowbound village in the German mountains, a
young woman discovers an extraordinary secret. Before she can reveal it, she disappears,
leaving no trace other than a picture of a mysterious medieval playing card that has perplexed
scholars for centuries. Nick Ash does research for the FBI in New York. Six months ago his
girlfriend Gillian walked out and broke his heart. Now he's the only person who can save her if it's not too late. Within hours of getting her message, Nick finds himself on the run,
delving deep into the past, asking questions that people don't want answered...Hunted across
Europe, Nick follows Gillian's trail into the heart of a five-hundred-year-old mystery. But
across the centuries, powerful forces are closing around him. There are men who have devoted
their lives to keeping the secret, and they will stop at nothing to protect it.
Not even the angelic hosts of Heaven, could have imagined, the chaos that now consumed, the
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planet earth. The angels argued their case against mankind and now have become their gods.
Arkadia, the son of a slave, is faced with the biggest decision, of his life. Shall he Choose
to stand by Sotiria and confront death, face to face? Or shall he choose the way of the gods
and face his fears in terror? Listen to the archangel Gabriel, give his witness to the Living
God as he describes who the tree of Christmas represents. Listen to him as he describes why
people show triangles with the all seeing eye. Listen to his witness, why our Presidents face
the Washington Monument, during the inauguration. Read the second installment of the Deceit
Series, and you will look at the world, in a whole new way.
The Ancient Portals of Heaven
Secrets from Heaven
Wisdom of Man
An absolutely stunning page-turner filled with family secrets
an action-packed thriller spanning continents and countries that will set your heart racing...
Secrets of the Light
Show Us The Father
What is heaven like? What is your soul’s purpose? Can you unlock your divine potential? With advances in modern
medicine enabling more and more people to be brought back from the brink of death, it is now possible to paint a
vibrant picture of what lies beyond. It is also possible to discover more about our spiritual destiny from near death
experiences. Each afterlife experience offers us powerful clues into our soul’s purpose, and in this fascinating new
book Theresa Cheung unveils these life-changing truths, or insights, as the Ten Secrets of Heaven. It is only
through our understanding of their meaning on earth that we can discover heaven and eternal life. After
explaining each of the ten secrets, Theresa will show how heaven can disguise itself in aspects of daily life, such
as health, career, money, love & relationships and life goals, and also during times of crisis, such as when we are
depressed, grieving, lacking direction or experiencing heartbreak. Truly understanding how the Ten Secrets of
Heaven can be harnessed for our wellbeing will bring enlightenment, peace and joy. It will also leave no doubt that
nothing in this life is as it seems and death is not the end.
Are you ready to go back to that amazing time when your love first blossomed? This wonderful book shows you
how to keep your relationship and your life fun and exciting. You will tackle areas of great difficulty with ease
following powerful "timeless" teachings that will ultimately result in the most amazing relationship, the one you've
always dreamed of. You'll love the funny stories used throughout the book where the authors explain how they
learned to overcome each obstacle and ultimately achieved incredible and joyous harmony. The book covers
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many subjects including: dealing with the past, beneficial friendships, appearance, finances, date nights, intimacy
and much more. The character and teachings of Christ are revealed in each chapter, though some may not realize
it till the last chapter. This chapter is called "The Best Kept Secret." The authors have been blissfully married for
27 years and their goal is to teach others the secrets to an amazing relationship and life.
DIVWe live in an age when events and circumstances fill us with questions and apprehension: “What is going on?”
“Why are these things happening?” “What is going to happen next?” Like the commercial about E. F. Hutton, the
world is longing to eavesdrop on sec/div
This fascinating book will reveal to mankind for the first time many secrets about the interworking of the Octaves.
The author wrote this book with the intension of introducing “light bodies” for the first time to mankind. It
describes what light bodies are responsible for and how they can help bring blessings or change in a person’s life.
The reader will be fascinated to learn the secrets of heaven never revealed before and how heaven is referred to
as the Octaves. It makes mankind aware of the good-versus-evil war the Octaves are continuing to fight daily, and
how Cosmic Beings, Angels and BEINGS help mankind. It mentions the elaborate computer system, soul
exchanges, and why it’s necessary to remove a soul from that life, along with an inside personal view of souls and
their communication at the karmic board. The helicopter view is a unique written approach that will allow readers
a perspective similar to watching a movie of many souls’s lives.
The Nine Heavens and Ten Earths - Book Two
The Lost Secrets of Victorian Sacred Space
The Ten Secrets of Heaven
My Secrets from Heaven
The Secrets I Learned from My Near-Death Experience
Glory, Favor, and Blessing

1896 Translated from the Slavonic by W.R. Morfill. Reader in Russian and the other Slavonic languages. Edited, with introductory
notes & indices by R. H. Charles, M.A., Trintiy college, Dublin & Exeter college, Oxford. (1896). the Secrets of Enoch is.
I am an ordinary man, used very powerfully by an extraordinary God. If you are an ordinary believer and you desire to be used by
God in such a way, then this book will help you walk in the supernatural realms that are your natural abode.
> As seen on ABC TV
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